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Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2016. CD-Audio.
Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 171 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New. Trump Card Reality wasn t what it used to
be. Life after life, as man, woman, and child, Cory Maddox was
trapped in an endless cycle of ever-changing realities, on the run
from his ruthless companions and from the shadowy figures
that seemed to exist outside the increasingly unstable matrix. As
each new world proved increasingly bizarre, Cory wanted
nothing more than to find the way home. Fragments of
knowledge a mysterious UFO crash, alien technology, glimpses
of a computer that was controlling his fate all pointed toward
Matthew Brand, the virtual reality genius. But Brand had
vanished long ago, into, or perhaps beyond, the borders of
reality. To break the cycle of cyber-reincarnation, Cory had to
find Brand before the actions of his enemies destroyed reality
altogether.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases rather than
difficult to understand. Your life period is going to be change the instant you total reading this ebook.
-- Letha  O kuneva-- Letha  O kuneva

This is an amazing ebook that we have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge Its been
developed in an extremely straightforward way and is particularly merely a er i finished reading this ebook where in
fact altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- B er ta  Schm idt-- B er ta  Schm idt
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